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We study the spectral response of the transition between the first and the second excited state of the
O–H stretch vibration of HDO dissolved in liquid D2O with two-color femtosecond mid-infrared
spectroscopy. The spectral response of this transition differs strongly from the fundamental
absorption spectrum of the O–H stretch vibration. In addition, excitation of the O–H stretch
vibration is observed to lead to a change of the hydrogen-bond dynamics of liquid water. We show
that both these observations can be described with a refined quantum-mechanical version of the
Lippincott–Schroeder model for hydrogen-bonded OH¯O systems. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1432687#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The hydrogen-bond dynamics of liquid water play
important role in chemical processes occurring in aque
media.1,2 For instance, the formation and breaking of hydr
gen bonds between water and reacting molecules
strongly affect the kinetics and energetics of chemical re
tions. In addition, the hydrogen bonds in liquid water c
influence chemical processes by weakening specific che
cal bonds. A special but very important example of this eff
is the process of proton transfer in liquid water. The form
tion of an O–H̄ O hydrogen bond weakens the O–
chemical bond, thereby enabling proton transfer via an
change of these bonds.3,4

A powerful tool for investigating the dynamics of liqui
water is femtosecond mid-infrared spectroscopy. In mos
the work using this technique, not pure liquid water, bu
dilute solution of HDO in D2O, an isotopic variety of liquid
water, was investigated. The molecular dynamics of this s
tem were observed to be dominated by three time consta
~i! The population relaxation timeT1 of the O–H stretch
vibration, for which values between 0.7 and 2 ps have b
reported.5–12 The value of T1 exhibits a pronounced
temperature9 and frequency10 dependence.~ii ! The solvent
relaxation timetV , identical to the O–H frequency-shift co
relation time. This time constant was found to be on
order of 1 picosecond,5,6,11 in good agreement with the re
sults of molecular dynamics simulations.13–17~iii ! The orien-
tational correlation timetR , for which a value of approxi-
mately 2.5 ps was measured.18,19This value agrees very we
with findings from NMR, laser spectroscopic, and molecu
dynamics studies.20–23 The orientational and hydrogen-bon
dynamics of the water molecules are strongly coupled,
cause the energy barrier for molecular reorientation depe
on the length of the hydrogen bond.18,19

In this paper, we report on the investigation of t
2590021-9606/2002/116(6)/2592/7/$19.00
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excited-state absorption (vOH51→2) of the O–H stretch
vibration of HDO dissolved in D2O with two-color femto-
second mid-infrared spectroscopy. The time-dependence
spectral shape of this excited-state absorption gives new
formation on the dynamics of hydrogen bonds in liquid w
ter, and on the coupling between the O–H stretch vibrat
and the O–H̄ O hydrogen bond.

II. EXPERIMENT

The dynamics of the O–H stretch vibration of HDO di
solved in D2O are studied with a two-color mid-infrare
pump–probe experiment.24 The pulses are generated v
parametric amplification processes in BBO and KTP crys
that are pumped by the pulses delivered by a regenera
Ti:sapphire amplifier~100 fs, 800 nm, 1 mJ, 1 kHz!. There
are two separate chains of parametric amplification p
cesses, in order to produce pump and probe pulses tha
independently tunable between 2.7 and 4mm. The pulse en-
ergies are approximately 10mJ for the pump and 1mJ for the
probe. Both pulses have a duration of approximately 150
and are polarized in the same direction. The pump and pr
pulses are focused into the sample by separate CaF2 lenses.

The sample is a solution of 0.5% HDO in D2O and is
contained between two infrasil windows, 200mm from each
other. The absorption spectrum of the O–H stretch vibrat
of the HDO molecule has its maximum at 3420 cm21 ~2.9
mm! and has a width of 260 cm21. The pump pulse is tuned
to a particular frequency in the O–H stretch absorption ba
and the spectral response of this excitation is monitored
measuring the probe transmission as a function of probe
quency. More details on the experimental setup can be fo
in Ref. 24.

Figure 1 presents transient absorption spectra of
O–H stretch vibration at a delay of 300 fs. Each spectrum
obtained with a different central frequency for the pum
pulse. For probe frequencies.3300 cm21, the signal is posi-
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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tive and results from the bleaching of thevOH50→1 tran-
sition. For frequencies,3300 cm21, the signal is negative
and results from the inducedvOH51→2 absorption. For all
three pump frequencies, the bleaching is narrower than
vOH50→1 ~linear! absorption band, which means that t
excitation leads to the formation of a spectral hole in
inhomogeneously broadened absorption band. Because
O–H stretch frequency is strongly correlated to the O–H¯O
hydrogen-bond length,25,26 the excitation of a spectral hol
implies that a subset of the thermal distribution in hydrog
bond lengths is excited.

Interestingly, the shape of thevOH51→2 induced ab-
sorption spectrum strongly differs from the nearly Gauss
shape of the linear (vOH50→1) absorption spectrum. Th
induced absorption is much broader and strongly asymm
ric, being much steeper on the high-frequency side than
the low-frequency side. The steep high-frequency side
partly be explained from the cancellation of the bleach
and the induced absorption in this frequency region. Ho
ever, even after correction for this effect, the induced abso
tion remains strongly asymmetric.

Figure 2 shows experimental spectra at four differ
delays after excitation with a pump pulse centered at 3
cm21. This excitation is in the blue wing of the absorptio
spectrum of the O–H stretch vibration. With increasing d
lay, the spectral hole and the induced absorption sho
broadening and a shift to lower frequencies. For the spec
hole this shift has been observed before.5,6

III. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL MODEL
FOR THE TRANSIENT SPECTRAL RESPONSE
OF LIQUID WATER

A. Spectral response of the O–H stretch vibration
in an O–H¯O system

The transient spectral response of thevOH50→1 tran-
sition of the O–H stretch vibration of HDO dissolved

FIG. 1. Transient spectra of an aqueous solution of 0.5% HDO dissolve
D2O obtained with three different pump pulses. The spectra are measur
a delay of 300 femtoseconds after excitation by the pump pulse. The
curves represent transient spectra that are calculated with the mod
quantum-mechanical Lippincott–Schroeder model described in Sec. III.
dashed curves represent calculated thermal equilibriumvOH50→1 and
vOH51→2 absorption spectra.
Author reprint: not for redistribution                                                           
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liquid D2O has been studied theoretically by several autho
either with a correlation function approach,27,28 or with a
Brownian oscillator model.11,29,30 In this latter model, the
effects of hydrogen bonding on the O–H stretch absorpt
spectrum are described with displaced harmonic hydrog
bond potentials corresponding to the ground state (vOH

50), and the excited state (vOH51). This description yields
a Gaussian-shaped linear absorption spectrum, in quite g
agreement with the experimentally observed absorp
spectrum of the O–H stretch vibration of HDO dissolved
D2O. From Figs. 1 and 2, it is clear that thevOH51→2
absorption spectrum has a strongly non-Gaussian shape
cannot be accounted for by the Brownian oscillator mod
The description of thevOH51→2 absorption spectrum re
quires a more advanced model that, in contrast to the Bro
ian oscillator model, includes strong anharmonicities for
potentials of the O–H stretch and the O–H̄O hydrogen-
bond coordinates.

As a starting point for a description of the anharmon
coupling between the O–H stretch vibration and t
O–H̄ O hydrogen-bond mode, we use the so-cal
Lippincott–Schroeder~LS! model.31 This model is based on
the experimentally observed strong correlation between
frequency of the O–H stretch vibration and the length of
O–H̄ O hydrogen bond.25,26This correlation is surprisingly
similar for systems that differ in the strength of local elect
fields and in the presence of hydrogen-bond interacti
other than the O–H̄ O hydrogen bond. This universal be
havior can be explained from the fact that most interactio
affect the O–H stretch mode of an O–H̄O hydrogen-
bonded system mainly by changing the length of the po
izable O–H̄ O hydrogen bond. These interactions thus ha
very little effect on the relation between the O–H stret
vibration and the O–H̄ O hydrogen bond, and mainly ex
press themselves in a change of the length of this bo
Hence, the interactions between the O–H stretch mode o
HDO molecule and its surroundings can be well-describ

in
at

lid
ed
e

FIG. 2. Transient spectra of an aqueous solution of 0.5% HDO dissolve
D2O after excitation with a pulse centered at 3580 cm21. The solid and thick
dashed curves represent transient spectra that are calculated with the
fied quantum-mechanical Lippincott–Schroeder model described in Sec
The thin dashed curve represents the experimental linear absorption
trum of the O–H stretch vibration.
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with a single well-defined relation between the vibration
potential of the O–H stretch mode and the length of
O–H̄ O. Such a relation is provided by the LS model.
course, this description is not absolutely perfect, wh
means that at each O–H̄O hydrogen-bond length there wi
be a narrow distribution of corresponding O–H stretch f
quencies.

The potential energy in the LS model is the sum o
potential-energy termVI that depends both on the lengthr of
the O–H bond and the oxygen–oxygen distanceR of the
O–H̄ O hydrogen bond, and a potential-energy termVII

that only depends onR. The potentialVI is31

VI~r ,R!5D Ia@12e2n1a~r 2r 0!2/2r #

1D Ib@12e2n1b~R2r 2r 0!2/2~R2r !#. ~1!

The parameters ofVI(r ,R) follow from various experimenta
observations. The energyD Ia equals the O–H binding energ
of water of 38 750 cm21 ~4.8 eV!, nIa is determined by the
frequency of the O–H stretch vibration and equals
31010m21, r 0 represents the O–H bond length in the g
phase~absence of a hydrogen bond!, and has a value o
0.97310210m, andD Ib is determined by the relations be
tween the O–H bond lengthr, the O–H stretch vibrationa
frequency and the oxygen–oxygen distanceR. An excellent
description of these relations is obtained withD Ia /D Ib

'1.5.31 Here we useD Ib525 000 cm21.
In the past, the LS model has mostly been used cla

cally. Only in a recent study by Staib and Hynes,32 the model
was used quantum-mechanically to calculate the vibratio
lifetime of the O–H stretch vibration. In the original classic
treatment, the frequency of the O–H stretch vibration w
calculated from the second derivative of the energy in
minimum of the potential-energy curve. Clearly, this proc
dure gives a rather poor account of the anharmonic chara
of the potential at energies corresponding to thevOH51 and
vOH52 vibrational states. Therefore, we perform a quantu
mechanical calculation by solving the one-dimensio
Schrödinger equation for the O–H coordinater using the LS
potentialVI(r ,R). We use an adiabatic approximation withR
as a parameter, which implies that the first and second
rivative of the vibrational wave functions of the O–H stret
vibration with respect toR are neglected. This type of adia
batic approach is commonly used in describing the coup
between a high-frequency O–H stretch vibration and a lo
frequency O–H̄ O hydrogen bond.33–35 The calculation is
performed using the numerical Numerov method,36 and re-
sults in vibrational eigenfunctions and vibrational energ
Ev as a function ofR for all statesvOH.

The adiabatic approximation will be valid if the motio
in R is much slower than that inr. The characteristic frequen
cies of the hydrogen-bond vibration of 200 cm21,37 and of
the O–H stretch vibration of 3400 cm21 indicate that the
adiabatic approach is a quite good approximation. Of cou
the approximation is not perfect, and there will be a sm
mixing of the hydrogen-bond levels associated with
vOH51 state with high-energy hydrogen-bond levels asso
ated with thevOH50 state. As a result, the population that
excited by the pump pulse to thevOH51 state, is transferred
Author reprint: not for redistribution                                                           
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back to thevOH50 state with a time constant that is dete
mined by the amount of nonadiabatic mixing. For this pop
lation relaxation process, time constants ranging from 0.7
picoseconds have been reported.5–12

We can now construct hydrogen-bond potential-ene
functions Wv(R) by addingEv(R) to the potential-energy
term VII(R). The hydrogen-bond potentialsWv(R) are used
to calculate the transient spectral shapes of thevOH50→1
and vOH51→2 transitions. The comparison of the expe
mental spectra shown in Figs. 1 and 2 with calculated tr
sient spectra enables an accurate determination ofnIb ~the
only yet unknown parameter in the potentialVI!, and the
shape of the additional potential-energy termVII(R). The
latter potential represents the electrostatic attraction of
water molecules at large distances and their repulsion
short distances. The experimental transient spectra ca
well-fitted using a Morse potential forVII(R):

VII~R!5D II@12e2nII~R2R0!#2. ~2!

The calculated transient spectra are not very sensitive to
values ofD II andR0 . Therefore these parameters are chos
such that the hydrogen-bond potentialW0(R) @5E0(R)
1VII(R)# of the vibrational ground state of the O–H stret
vibration has the correct average dissociation energy and
correct average equilibrium hydrogen-bond length. We
D II52000 cm21 and R052.88310210 m. This results in a
potential W0(R) with a dissociation energy of 1900 cm21

and an equilibrium hydrogen-bond length of 2.8
310210 m, in good agreement with the experiment
observations.1 The transient spectra are very sensitive to
values ofnIb andnII . The asymmetry of thevOH50→1 and
vOH51→2 absorption bands is strongly determined bynIb ,
and the width of these bands depends onnII . From a simul-
taneous fit ofnIb and nII to the transient spectra, we fin
nIb516.5(1.0)31010 m21 and nII52.9(0.2)31010 m21.
The value ofnIb implies thatD IanIa'D IbnIb , as was the case
in the original classical version of the LS model.31

Figure 3 shows the frequencies of thevOH50→1 and
vOH51→2 transitions as a function of the oxygen–oxyg

FIG. 3. Calculated frequencies of thevOH50→1 and thevOH51→2 tran-
sitions as a function of the oxygen–oxygen distanceR of the O– H̄ O
hydrogen bond. These curves are calculated with the modified quan
mechanical Lippincott–Schroeder model described in the text.
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distanceR. The calculatedvOH50→1 transition frequency
shows a strongly nonlinear dependence onR, in good agree-
ment with experimental observations.25,26Figure 4 shows the
hydrogen-bond potentialsW0(R), W1(R) and W2(R) ~cor-
responding tovOH50,1,2 states!.

The origin of the large width and asymmetric shape
thevOH51→2 absorption spectrum can be understood fr
the change of the distribution inR upon excitation of the
O–H stretch vibration. We find that the hydrogen bond sho
ens from Req,052.85310210 m in vOH50 to Req,152.80
310210 m in vOH51 and Req,252.65310210 m in vOH

52. Figure 3 shows that thevOH50→1 and vOH51→2
transition frequencies change more rapidly withR at small
values ofR than at large values ofR. Hence, for a given
distribution of R, the spectral response of the transition b
tween two neighboring states of the O–H vibration w
broaden with increasing vibrational quantum number. T
vOH51→2 transition frequency changes very rapidly in t
interval 2.6310210 m,R,2.9310210 m that corresponds
to the thermal distribution ofR in the vOH51 state. The
rapid change of thevOH51→2 transition frequency in this
interval can be explained from the shape of ther-dependent
potential-energy contributionVI(r ,R). In Fig. 5, the poten-
tial VI(r ,R) is shown as a function of the O–H bond leng
for three values of the oxygen–oxygen distanceR. At
oxygen–oxygen distancesR below 2.7310210 m, the poten-
tial VI(r ,R) becomes very broad at energies that corresp
to the energy of thevOH52 state. This broadening of th
potential leads to a strong decrease ofE2 . Hence, in this
region ofR, a small variation inR leads to a large change o
E2 . As a result, the transition frequency of thevOH51→2
transition varies strongly over the thermal distribution ofR
~with a width of'3.6310211 m at 300 K!, which leads to a
strong broadening of thevOH51→2 transition.

B. Calculation of transient spectra

To calculate the transient spectra, the potentialsWv(R)
are calculated in 400 points betweenR52.2310210 m and

FIG. 4. Hydrogen-bond potentials for thevOH50, 1, 2 states. These func
tions are obtained by fitting the parameters of the modified quant
mechanical Lippincott–Schroeder model to the transient spectra of Fig
and 2. Also shown is a schematic picture of the burning of a spectral ho
the thermal hydrogen-bond distribution inW0 and the generation of a non
equilibrium distribution inW1 .
Author reprint: not for redistribution                                                           
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R53.8310210 m. In the same 400 points, the transition d
pole matrix element between the wave functions belong
to vOH50,1,2 are calculated:m01(R)5^f1(r ;R)ur uf0

3(r ;R)&, m12(R)5^f2(r ;R)ur uf1(r ;R)&. The excitation-
induced holeDn0(R) in the thermal population distribution
of W0(R), and the excited population distributionDn1(r ) in
W1(R) are proportional to the spectral intensity of the pum
and the linear absorption cross section, both at the freque
n(R)5@W1(R)2W0(R)#/h, with h Planck’s constant.
In calculating Dn0(R) and Dn1(R), we also consider
the homogeneous contribution to the absorption lin
width. The homogeneous broadening smoothens
correlation betweenR and the transition frequencyn(R),
and thus broadensDn0(R) and Dn1(R). To account
for the effects of homogeneous broadening in the exc
tion process, the pump–pulse spectrum is convolu
with a Lorentzian with a width of 90 cm21 before calculating
Dn0(R) and Dn1(R). This homogeneous width o
90 cm21 is in good agreement with the result of a rece
femtosecond mid-infrared photon-echo study of HDO d
solved in D2O.38

The distributions Dn0(R) and Dn1(R) are delay-
dependent, because the pump is a Gaussian p
with a pulse duration of approximately 150 femtosecon
and becauseR changes in time~these dynamics are
described in the following subsection!. The transient spec
trum at a particular delay after the pump is calculat
by multiplying Dn0(R) and Dn1(R) with the R-depen-
dent transition probabilities of thevOH50→1, vOH51→0,
and vOH51→2 transitions, to determine the bleachin
contribution, the stimulated emission contribution a
the excited-state absorption contribution to the transient tr
sient spectrum, respectively. To obtain the final calcula
transient spectrum, the three contributions are added
convoluted with the probe spectrum and a Lorentz
with a full width at half maximum of 90 cm21, that repre-
sents the homogeneous contribution to the absorption s
trum.

-
1

in

FIG. 5. Vibrational potentialVI for three different oxygen–oxygen distance
R of the O– H̄ O hydrogen bond as a function of the O–H bond lengthr.
Also shown are the vibrational wave functions of thevOH50, 1, 2 states for
R52.65310210 m.
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C. Hydrogen-bond dynamics in different O–H stretch
vibrational states

In principle, the hydrogen-bond dynamics within each
the adiabatic hydrogen-bond potentialsWv(R) could be cal-
culated by solving the one-dimensional Schro¨dinger equation
in R with Wv(R) as the potential. This type of descriptio
would be appropriate for gas-phase hydrogen-bonded c
ters in which the hydrogen-bond vibration is underdamp
For these systems, the coupling between the O–H str
vibration and the hydrogen-bond mode leads to a hydrog
bond vibrational~Franck–Condon! progression of the ab
sorption spectrum of the O–H stretch vibration.39 However,
in the liquid phase, the linear and transient absorption spe
of HDO:D2O do not contain sidebands and are very bro
This indicates that the hydrogen-bond vibrations of liqu
water are strongly overdamped, which implies that the w
functions inR are strongly coupled to each other and to oth
low-frequency liquid modes. The dynamics inR are there-
fore not determined by the level spacing of the unpertur
vibrational levels of the hydrogen-bond mode, but rather
sult from a stochastic modulation of the value ofR due to the
frictional interactions with the surrounding liquid. This typ
of dynamics can best be described as a diffusion proces
the potentialWv(R).

If the hydrogen-bond potentials were harmonic, the d
fusive hydrogen-bond dynamics could be describ
analytically.11,29,30However, for the strongly anharmonic po
tentialsW0 , W1 , andW2 that result from the LS model, th
hydrogen-bond dynamics must be calculated numerica
We describe the hydrogen-bond dynamics with class
wave packets of which the dynamics are allowed to be
ferent on theW0(R) and W1(R) hydrogen-bond potentials
In related previous microscopic semiclassical treatments,
dynamics on the potential-energy surfaces of the ground
excited state were calculated using molecular dynam
simulations.40–42 Here, we describe the dynamics of the h
drogen bonds as a diffusion process in a potential w
Wv(R). As a result of this diffusion, the excited distributio
Dnv(R,t) of hydrogen bond lengths equilibrates to a therm
distribution in the potentialWv(R).

The time dependence ofDn0(R,t) and Dn1(R,t) that
results from the stochastic modulation of the oxygen–oxy
distance, is calculated with a diffusion equation:43

]Dnv

]t
5

Lv
2

2tD
S ]2Dnv

]R2 1bDnv

]2Wv

]R2 1b
]Dnv

]R

]Wv

]R D ,

~3!

whereb is the Boltzmann factor 1/kBT, Lv is the half-width
at 1/e of the maximum of the equilibrium distribution in th
potentialWv(R), andtD is the characteristic time scale fo
the diffusion process. FortD we used a value of 700 femto
seconds, equal to the measured autocorrelation time con
of R.5 We solve Eq.~3! numerically by discretizing theR and
t in stepsdR50.4310212 m anddt52 fs, respectively. The
time constantts for the transfer of population between tw
bins is related totD via ts52tD(dR/Lv)2 in the case of a
hop downhill in potential energy (dWv,0). For a hop uphill
(dWv.0), ts52tD(dR/Lv)2 exp(bdWv).
Author reprint: not for redistribution                                                           
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For a system with harmonic potentials and Gaussi
shaped spectra, the spectral diffusion can be described
the following autocorrelation function for the detunin
dv(t) of an oscillator from the center of the absorptio
band11,29

^dv~ t !dv~0!&5D2e2t/tV, ~4!

where D is the half-width at 1/e of the maximum of the
Gaussian spectrum. The value oftV can be determined from
the time dependence of the first moment of the trans
spectrum.5 For harmonic potentialstV is exactly the same a
tD that enters Eq.~3!.44 For the nonparabolic hydrogen-bon
potentialsWv that follow from the LS model, this is no
longer true. However, we find that for the hydrogen-bo
potentialsWv the value oftV , as it can be determined from
the delay dependence of the calculated first spectral mom
negligibly differs from the hydrogen-bond diffusion tim
constanttD . Therefore, in the following we will usetD

5tV .
The model given above describes the hydrogen-bond

namics in each of the individual potentialsWv(R), which
means that this description presumes the validity of the a
batic approximation. It should be noted that for oscillato
that show a nonadiabatic transition fromW1(R) to W0(R),
the hydrogen-bond dynamics will likely be different, since
nonadiabatic transition leads to a strong increase of the
netic energy of the hydrogen-bond motion. However, a no
diabatic transition also implies that the O–H oscillator h
returned to the vibrational ground state, which implies th
the oscillator is no longer observed in thevOH50→1
bleaching signal and thevOH51→2 induced absorption
This means that the hydrogen-bond dynamics observe
the transient spectra form the adiabatic dynamics, i.e.,
dynamics of those oscillators that do not undergo nona
batic transitions.

IV. DISCUSSION

The modeling of the hydrogen-bond dynamics with
single diffusive process does not provide a good descrip
of the transient spectra of Figs. 1 and 2, especially in
region of thevOH51→2 transition. This is illustrated in Fig
6, in which the frequency at which the induced absorpt
changes into a bleaching is presented as a function of d
for a pump frequency of 3580 cm21 ~corresponding to the
data of Fig. 2!. The experimentally observed frequencies a
compared with the results of two calculations in which t
hydrogen-bond dynamics is purely diffusive. At short del
times~,500 fs!, the experimentally observed zero-crossin
can be well-fitted with a fast diffusion process with a tim
constanttV5600 fs, but for longer delay times~.1 ps!, this
gives a poor description of the experimental observations
these longer delay times, a much better description is
tained with a slow diffusion process with a time consta
tV5950 fs. Hence, we observe that in the first 500 fs af
excitation, the transient spectra show a rapid shift to low
frequencies. This rapid shift is followed by a much slow
evolution to the final thermal distribution.

During the first 500 femtoseconds, the transient sp
trum changes more rapidly at frequencies,3450 cm21 than
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at frequencies.3550 cm21, which indicates that the fas
process has a much stronger effect on thevOH51→2 in-
duced absorption spectrum than on thevOH50→1 bleach-
ing signal. This observation shows that the fast componen
only active in thevOH51 state. The solid curves in Figs. 1
2, and 6 represent the results of a calculation in which
hydrogen-bond length is stochastically modulated in
vOH50 and vOH51 state with a time constant of 95
6100 fs, and in which the excited distributionn(R,t) on the
vOH51 potential has an additional rapid shift over a limit
distance, directly following its excitation. This shift, whic
depends on the elapsed time since excitation, cannot e
be incorporated in the time-invariant diffusion equation E
~3!. Therefore, we model the initial shift phenomenologica
in the numerical calculation, with time stepsdt and excita-
tion time tex, with the transformation

Dn1~R,t1dt !5Dn1~R1Ldt,t !, ~5!

L5~S/t in!exp~~ tex2t !/t in!. ~6!

In the description of this shift we incorporated the nonze
pulse duration of the pump and probe pulses. From a
to the transient spectra of Fig. 2 that were obtain
with a pump–pulse of 3580 cm21, we find S5(5.661.2)
310212 m for the total distance over which this shift occur
and t in5170640 fs. This value ofS corresponds to 45
610% of the distance between the center of the initia
excited hydrogen-bond length distribution and the minim
of the W1(R) potential.

The presence of a fast initial component in t
hydrogen-bond dynamics of thevOH51 state can be ex
plained as follows. The oscillation in the hydrogen-bond c
ordinate is overdamped, which means that each individ
oscillator will have a local hydrogen-bond potential that
determined both by the potentialW0 and by the local con-
figuration of the liquid. The excitation with a short pump

FIG. 6. Frequency at which the bleaching in the transient spectrum cha
into an induced absorption as a function of delay. The points are obtaine
exciting the O–H stretch vibration of a solution of 0.5% HDO in D2O at
3580 cm21. The dashed curves represent calculations in which
hydrogen-bond length is stochastically modulated~diffusion! in the
hydrogen-bond potentialsW0 andW1 . The solid curve represents a calc
lation in which the hydrogen bond is stochastically modulated and in a
tion experiences a fast shift with a time constantt in5170640 fs towards
the minimum of theW1 potential.
Author reprint: not for redistribution                                                           
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pulse to thevOH51 state leads to a rapid change ofW0 to
W1 , and thereby to a change of the local potential. T
change of the local potential induces a rapid adaptation
the hydrogen-bond length. For the hole that is burnt invOH

50, the local potential does not change, and therefore
dynamics of the hole only result from the diffusive reorga
zation of the local liquid structure. The presence of a sign
cant fast component in the hydrogen-bond dynamics of
uid water implies that water molecules can adapt to chan
in charge distribution or molecular orientation~for instance
as a result of chemical reactions! on a time scale that is muc
shorter than that of the spontaneous reorganization of
liquid.

The time constantt in5170640 fs of the contraction of
the hydrogen-bond length in thevOH51 state is much
shorter than the time constanttV59506100 fs of the spon-
taneous reorganization of the liquid. This suggests that
fast initial response is a local effect, involving only a fe
water molecules. Nevertheless,t in is still much longer than a
quarter of the oscillation period of approximately 160 fs~200
cm21! of the undamped O–H̄ O hydrogen-bond stretch vi
bration. Hence, the fast adaptation of the hydrogen-b
length is still an overdamped motion. The time constantt in

5170640 fs is very similar to that of the fast component
the dielectric relaxation of liquid water that was recently o
served with THz reflection spectroscopy.45,46This fast dielec-
tric component was also assigned to a local reorganiza
involving only one or a few water molecules.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we investigated the spectral response
the excited-state absorption (vOH51→2) of HDO dissolved
in D2O on a femtosecond time scale. We found that t
response is strongly asymmetric and much broader than
linear (vOH50→1) absorption spectrum. The spectral sha
of the vOH51→2 transition can be explained from th
strong anharmonic interactions between the O–H stretch
bration and the O–H̄ O hydrogen-bond. These anharmon
interactions are quantitatively described with a refin
quantum-mechanical version of the Lippincott–Schroe
model. This model also provides an accurate description
the relations between the hydrogen-bond length, the O
bond length and the O–H stretch frequency.

From a detailed study of the transient spectral respon
at different delays, we find that the dynamics of t
hydrogen-bond length in both thevOH50 and thevOH51
state of the O–H stretch vibration are diffusive process w
a time constanttV59506100 fs. These diffusive dynamic
result from the spontaneous reorganizations of liquid wa
For thevOH51 state, the hydrogen-bond dynamics conta
an additional fast component with a time constantt in5170
640 fs. This fast component is observed directly after ex
tation of thevOH51 state out ofvOH50, and results from the
rapid contraction of the hydrogen bond towards its new eq
libribrium position in this state.
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